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Abstract

Flakes of natural graphite exposed to various H2-H20-He
atmospheres at temperatures from 650° to 11000C after deposition of
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channels catalyzed by small iron particles! initiated at ledge
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broad reaction zones are wetted by an unknown iron-silicon phase
forming thin ribbons of what appear to be single crystals on
samples heated in dry H2 at 11000C. Simple models of iron-catalyzed
channeling reactions have been examined on the basis of heat balance,
gas diffusion, surface migration and other considerations to define
limiting conditions and suggest new experimental observations.
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Summary

Considerable effort has gone into assembly of experimental

apparatus and development of sample-preparation techniques and methods

for examining specimens in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) and

million volt electron microscope (MVEM). Some 60 different samples

have been reacted and examined, an extensive bibliography has been

collected and perused, and simple theoretical models have been con-

sidered as guides to interpretation and further experimentation.

Flakes of natural (Ticonderoga) graphite have been exposed

-5 . 2
range P ° = ~lO to 5 x 10 ,H

2
atmospheres at temperatures from

650 0 to 1200°C. Flow rates of high-purity tank gases are measured

and the 02 activity is continuously monitored with a solid-state

sensor. The recorded values are entered through a remote terminal

to compute and print out P ° and Po on each run for data-logging
H2 2

purposes.

Calculations for thermodynamic equilibrium for several

combinations of possible gas-phase and gas-solid reactions have been

obtained as guides in experimental design and interpretation.

°Small spherical particles of Fe (d = 100 to 5000 A) are

formed on the surface of the graphite flakes in two steps:

o
(1) vacuum deposition of Fe masses equivalent to a 25 to 1000 A

thick continuous film, and (2) subsequent annealing of the sample

in dry hydrogen at 750°C.



SEM and MVEM observations of the surface channels resulting

from the Fe-catalyzed reaction producing CO and/or CH
4

have revealed

variations in their nature which appear to be dependent on tempera-

ture and to a lesser extent

sided channels catalyzed by

on P level. Very narrow, parallel-
H

2
0

small iron particles initiated at ledge

steps on the cleaved graphite take on <1120> directions at low

temperatures and moist (PH ° = 10-
3

to 10-
2

) atmospheres, whereas
2

at high temperatures broad wavy tracks are left by large iron particles,

which often continue to grow by the addition of other iron particles

encountered in their path.

At 1100°C in very dry hydrogen, the edges of the very broad

reaction zones are wetted by an iron phase forming thin ribbons of

what appear to be single crystals. The electron diffraction patterns

of these particles have not been identified. Spectrochemical analysis

in the SEM and EPMA has revealed the presence of a large amount of

silicon in the particles, which may originate from impurities in

the graphite or possibly from the quartz furnace tube. Measurements

of the length of the longest channels on selected specimens show a

variation of not more than a factor of 20 over the full temperature

range in keeping with a low (~10 kcal) activation energy. Simple

models for Fe-catalyzed cahnneling reactions have been examined on

the basis of heat balance, gas diffusion, surface migration and other

considerations to define limiting conditions and to suggest new

experimental observations.
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Preliminary gas analysis has verified that methane is the

primary reaction product in dry hydrogen at lOOO°C. Future efforts

will be concentrated on determining the source of silicon found in

the iron particles and identifying the silicon-iron phase, obtaining

more quantitative data on channeling rates and orientations as a

function of temperature and atmosphere, correlating the concentration

of CH
4

and CO produced with track morphology, and attempting to

establish the state of the iron during the channeling reaction (i.e.,

alpha, gamma, or liquid).
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Introduction

This report is a summary of progress since this project

was initiated June 1, 1976. It includes a brief statement of the

rationale and basic orientation of the program, a description of

the experimental procedure established, a summary of the results to

date, an outline of some theoretical ideas for interpreting the

observations and suggesting further measurements, plans for future

research and an extensive bibliography relevant to the program. It

is anticipated that completion of additional experimental observations

and further refinement of their interpretation as discussed in this

progress report will permit preparation of a detailed report of the

research results suitable for publication to serve as the first

year final report.

Research Rationale

In recent years it has become quite apparent that increased

utilization of the vast U. S. coal resources is the most reasonable

and immediate solution to the problems associated with the con

tinued U. S. dependence on petroleum energy and natural gas. Until

recently the relatively high costs of mining, processing and trans

porting coal have inhibited the development of coal technology, so

that most modern technological processes depend on gaseous and

liquid fuels. Therefore, an important element in making coal

derived energy readily useful to modern technology is the conversion

of coal to gaseous or liquid fuels. Potent catalysts are essential
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to efficient conversion processes, but it is difficult and time

consuming to identify suitable catalytical material on a purely

empirical basis. Hence, the importance of fundamental studies of

catalyzed carbon-gas reactions.

There have been many studies of both catalyzed and un

catalyzed carbon-gas reactions. Most quantitative studies have

been carried out on bulk samples of carbons ranging from graphite

to coal, and the results have been extremely useful to the tech

nology of coal utilization. There have also been a number of more

qualitative microscopic observations of reaction morphology. Al

though a good deal of light has been shed on the fundamental reac

tion processes by these studies, there is still much controversy

and little more than qualitative agreement between the results of

various workers in the field. possible reasons for this are (1) a

complete morphological characterization of a bulk sample is very

difficult if not impossible because parameters such as porosity,

particle size, impurity levels, etc. are hard to control and may

even change in the course of a reaction; (2) experiments often

cover different temperature and partial-pressure ranges and

mechanisms may actually be different in different regimes; (3) even

if the mechanism does not change, data are often summarized by

fitting to a Langmuir-type expression which fits the limited regime,

but an expression more complicated (and yet consistent with a single

mechanism) may be necessary to fit the larger regime encompassing

all experiments.
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The central idea of the present project is to carry out a

quantitative microscopic kinetic study on a very well characterized

carbon (single-crystal graphite) in order to eliminate many of the

morphological parameters which obscure the fundamental reaction

processes. This is possible because one crystallographically well

defined feature (a step, pit, reaction channel) can be studied.

The data obtained from such an experiment should be far more re

producible than bulk measurements and be amenable to more precise

modelling. We have chosen to confine our attention initially to

catalyzed oxidation, namely the iron-catalyzed graphite-water vapor

reaction, and to catalyzed hydrogenation in dry hydrogen and to

study these in detail with a continuous range of partial pressures,

rather than to attempt a broad survey of many catalysts and reactions.

Experimental Methods

Observations of the catalytic effect of iron on C/H
2

0

C/H
2

reactions are being carried out on small single-crystal flakes

of naturally occurring graphite from the Ticonderoga region of New

York. The procedure used so far has been to evaporate pure iron

onto the flakes in a vacuum and then to reduce the iron and react

the samples in a furnace-gas-handling system which gives good

control of the partial pressures of water and hydrogen. The samples

are then examined in the USS high-voltage electron microscope

(HVEM) or an ETEC scanning electron microscope (SEM) to observe the

iron particles and their activity on the graphite surface. The
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largest part of the experimental effort so far has been devoted to

the development of a furnace-gas-handling system suitable for

our purposes, and to a qualitative survey of the results obtained

by varying the various parameters under our control over the ranges

permitted by our equipment. In further work, more precise measure-

ments of particle sizes, channel dimensions etc. over narrower but

interesting ranges will be made using the computer-based stereo-

scope in our laboratory.

The central component of the gas-handling equipment is an

oxygen sensor which continuously monitors the oxygen potential of

the exhaust gases, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. The rate of carbon

gasification is negligible when compared with the flow rates used

(about 1000 ml/min) so the inlet and exhaust gases have negligibly

different compositions (and oxygen potentials). The gas mixture

composition can be set by using the oxygen potential. For example,

a wet H
2

/He mixture can be generated by noting the oxygen potential

of purified (dry) hydrogen, then reducing the potential a specified

amount by dilution with helium, and then reducing the potential by

another specified amount by wetting the gas in the saturator. The

system can heat samples at temperatures to 1200°C in atmospheres

-6
with p 0 ranging from 6 x 10 atm to 0.5 atm and with any value

H
2

of PH
2

/ PHe. All procedures including the gas-mixing procedure have

been optimized and standardized to maximize efficiency and repro-

ducibility. See Appendix I for a summary of the procedures. A
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computer program has been written to streamline calculations of the

gas-mixing procedure. See Appendix II for lists of the computer

programs.

The furnace has been set on wheels to obtain fast heating

and cooling rates so that the reaction temperature and time are

fairly well defined. The sample temperature rises from room tempera

ture to lOOO°C in one minute. Rapid adjustments of sample temperature

can be achieved by moving the sample to different zones in the

furnace. An initial degassing of the quartz sample tube is also

facilitated by this arrangement. Flakes of graphite are placed in

a quartz boat in the cold part of the furnace tube with a ball

bearing next to the boat and the furnace is rolled onto the quartz

tube so that the end reaches a temperature higher than the ultimate

reaction temperature. After holding this arrangement for several

minutes (to degas the interior quartz tube wall) the furnace is

rolled away from the tube and the tube is allowed to cool. The

sample boat is then pushed into the end of the tube (without opening

the tube to air) by using a magnet to roll the ball bearing behind

the boat. The system is ready to begin a run at this stage.

A run usually begins with an initial reduction stage to

ensure that the as-evaporated iron is indeed metallic. It is

important, however, to ensure that this stage causes no appreciable

reaction on the surface of the graphite flake. The temperature and

oxygen potential profiles of a run are recorded on a two-pen chart
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recorder along with all the other details of the run. The gas

compositions and flow rates at the sample are computed and summarized

by the program "GASCOMP3". The reacted flakes are then examined in

the SEM or the HVEM.

Gas samples can be taken downstream from the reaction

zone for analysis of CO and CH
4

content by chromatography. Chemical

analysis of a bulk sample of the graphite used for the studies

indicated the presence of substantial amounts of silicon (4.7%),

aluminum (1.5%), and calcium (0.76%). However, these elements

presumably are associated with mineral inclusions and do not accurately

reflect the composition of freshly cleaved surfaces.

Electron Microscope Observations

Scanning electron micrographs of a typical graphite flake

as used for reaction channeling experiments are shown in Figure 3.

A representative region containing a large number of twins is shown

at higher magnification. The occurrence of twins is useful for the

experiments because the twin traces provide an orientation for any

region on the surface for comparison with the directions of reaction

channels. The surface of the cleaved graphite is generally quite

smooth; occasionally fine particles of silicate inclusions or other

impurities are present.

Freshly cleaved surfaces are coated with iron by vacuum

evaporation.
o 0

Nominal film thicknesses ranging from 40 A to 1000 A

have been used for the various experiments. After vacuum evaporation
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the sample of graphite is heat-treated in a dry hydrogen atmosphere

to agglomerate the film into small essentially spherical particles.

Examples of the various stages of the formation of fine particles

of metallic iron are illustrated in Figure 4. The first stage is

the breakup of the film at the edges into small particles, and this

continues until the film is essentially gone. Surface ledges are

decorated, as illustrated in Figure 4C, by small particles of iron

which form along the steps on the surface. Sometimes large particles

form as a result of surface migration and grow in size as they

sweep over the surface and accumulate iron. An example of this

phenomenon is shown in Figure 4D. A very small amount of reaction

occurs during the annealing process, particularly if the time is

prolonged. A nominal treatment time of 20 minutes results in very

little catalytic attack. A summary of reacted samples examined in

detail is listed in Table I according to reaction temperature and

atmosphere.

A typical example of channeling attack in moist hydrogen

at 800°C catalyzed by the presence of iron particles is shown in

Figure 5. It may be noted that the channels originate at the ledge

steps on the graphite surface and progress inward from there.

Attack at sites away from the ledges is extremely rare and presumably

even then is associated with some inhomogeneity at the graphite

surface. Under these conditions the channels tend to run parallel

to <1120> directions on the graphite surface.
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The reacted surface has a quite different appearance if

the particles are extremely large. In Figure 6 an example is shown

°of a 1000 A layer of iron that had been deposited and then reacted

for 1-1/2 hours at 700 oe. In this case the large particles are

immobile but evidence of attack around the particle rnay be seen.

This may be associated with the extremely small particles of iron

which may be noted around the edge of the reacted region. This type

of reaction is discussed later in this report.

The appearance of the channel changes quite markedly with

reaction temperature and also with the water content of the atmosphere.

Examples of the different types are shown in Figure 7. Figure 7A

shows narrow, straight channels which obviously initiated at the ledges

on the graphite surface in a sample reacted in moderately wet hydroqen

at BOOoe. At 1000oe, the particles grow larger and the reaction

trail left behind the iron particle moving over the surface is

generally wavy, although comprising short segments of straight,

parallel-side channels.

At 11000e the appearance of the reaction zone is again

quite different as the reactive channels tend to be very broad and

the iron particles have a molten appearance. It is also clear that

they tend to wet the edges of the channel. The three micrographs in

Figure 7 illustrate the different channel types which tend to be

associated with a particular temperature. However in most cases the

reacted surfaces exhibit several types; that is, the straight channel
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and wavy channels tend to occur together at low temperatures, and

the wavy channels and the very broad terrace type tend to occur at

the upper end of the temperature range explored.

The channels can also be seen by transmission electron

microscopy in the million volt electron microscope. The resolution

is higher in the transmission microscope so the details can be seen

more clearly, but all areas of the graphite flake are not transparent

so the observations are restricted to the edges of the graphite

flakes. The example shown in Figure 8 also illustrates the dif-

ference in appearance of the particles when a hydrogen-helium

atmosphere is used. In this case the particles remain as thin

single crystals rather than the roughly spherical particles that

occur at this temperature in a slightly moist hydrogen atmosphere.

The strict crystallographic character of the channels is quite

apparent; it may also be noted that when a particle becomes isolated

from the sides of the reaction zone, the reaction stops.

Another example of reaction structure is shown in Figure 9.

In this case relatively large particles were formed by depositing

o
1000 A of iron, which resulted in micron-size particles after

annealing. In this case the particles again show the smooth struc-

ture suggestive of melting and wet edges of the reaction zone on

the graphite surface. In some cases a continuous film has formed

along the edge step.
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High voltage transmission micrographs of channels formed

-4at 1100°C in atmosphere of 4 x 10 partial pressure of water vapor

are shown in Figure 10. Both broad terrace reaction zones and

narrow channels are evident for these experimental conditions.

Above 1000°C oxidation in wet hydrogen generates evidence

of some uncatalyzed attack such as that shown in Figure 11. In

this case the edges of the reaction channels and the terraces on

the graphite take on a rough appearance; presumably this is the

result of uncatalyzed direct attack by water vapor.

After reaction in very dry hydrogen at 1100°C, a different

type of reaction zone was noted. Examples of three different cases

are shown in Figure 12. In general, the channels tend to be very

wide and the particles spread out and wet the edges of the reaction

zone and actually in many cases leave a thin crystal film behind

during the course of the reaction. A good example of this film may

be noted in Figure 12B. The composition of these particles was

checked by using the x-ray analysis facility on the scanning electron

microscope, and a surprising amount of silicon was found to be

associated with the particles as illustrated in Figure 13. The

beam was stopped on a selected particle and the spectra shown in

Figure 13B was obtained. X-ray images with characteristic iron and

silicon radiation are shown in Figures 13C and D. These images

demonstrate that a very large amount of silicon, possibly as much

as 30 percent, is present in the particles.
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The presence of silicon in the iron particles was also

noted at 900°C, as shown in Figure 14. The concentration of silicon

in general tends to be much less than at 1100°C, but occasional

particles show more than the amount illustrated in this figure.

The source of the silicon is uncertain at the present time. CalcuIa-

tions show that the partial pressure of SiO at 1100°C in dry hydrogen

-4is of the order of 10 ,so that hydrogen reduction of the quartz

furnace tube could form a significant quantity of SiO which could

deposit on the surface and react with the iron. The other possibility

is that the silicon is present as an impurity in the graphite and

accumulates in the iron as the reaction goes on. Bulk chemical

analysis has shown the presence of a significant amount of silicon

as well as calcium and other elements in the graphite. Howeve~ if

mineral inclusions are the source of the silicon, contamination of

the iron particles would not depend on reaction temperature and gas

composition, as seems to be the case. More work is required to

determine the origin of the silicon and its influence on the nature

of reaction channelling.

In attempt to increase the contrast of the reaction channels

°for high voltage microscopy, a thin 50 A film of gold was deposited

on the surface after reaction had taken place. This vacuum deposi-

tion does enhance channel contrast considerably, as may be seen in

the micrograph in Figure 15, and will be used extensively in further

studies of reaction details.
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A few experiments were conducted to react electrode-

purity graphite planchets in the wet and dry hydrogen atmospheres

used for studies on the graphite flakes. The planchets are much

larger than the graphite flakes and reaction gases are produced in

much larger quantites than with the very tiny (millimeter-size)

flakes of graphite.

An example of the surface after reaction is shown in

Figure 16. Figure 16A shows the interface between the region

o

coated with 1000 A of iron by vacuum evaporation and the uncoated

surface. It may be noted that very little reaction occurs in the

regions that are not coated with iron. The iron-rich region is

seen to wet the surface of the graphite pits in some instances, and

other iron particles remain as essentially spherical balls of iron

promoting very rapid gasification of the planchets in dry hydrogen.

The gas reaction products were sampled and analyzed by

chromotography and found to contain about 12 ppm methane and essen-

tially no carbon monoxide. These experiments will be followed up

more extensively in the future. The main point to note here is

that marked catalytic acceleration of hydrogenation occurs on both

single-crystal surfaces of graphite and polycrystalline planchets.

Summary of Experimental Observations

The main features of iron-catalyzed gasification of

graphite may be summarized as follows:
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1. Reaction tracks originate at edge steps and ledges

on freshly cleaved surfaces of graphite.

2. Several different types of channels or tracks result

from gasification reactions; these are illustrated schematically in

Figure 17. One type is long, very narrow, straight channels with

edges parallel to <1120> directions; these channels are characteris

tic of cases where iron particles are extremely small. In another

type the particles are large, roughly spherical, and overhang the

edges of the reaction channel as shown in Figure l7B. In this case

the tracks tend to wander in direction and width and the edges are

not necessarily parallel, although both take up the same crystallo

graphic directions. The third type is shown in Figure l7Ci here

the iron spreads out into a very narrow ribbon along the edge of

the reaction zone. This phenomenon may be associated with the

buildup of substantial quantities of silicon in the iron, but a tendency

toward wetting does seem to occur at higher temperatures in the driest

atmospheres whether or not silicon enrichment occurs.

3. The particles give the general appearance of having

been molten during the reaction, with smooth surfaces and a droplet

like shape which is very strongly suggestive of the molten state.

Direct observations by Baker et al (1973, 1974, 1975), using reaction

chambers have led them to state that the particles move in such

a manner as to suggest that they are molten at temperature. This
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is rather surprising because all temperatures used are well below

the melting point of the iron-carbide eutectic.

4. Attempts to make quantitative measurements of

channeling rates have not been particularly successful; certainly

the rates vary by less than a factor of 20 from the lowest to the

highest reaction temperatures. This relatively small change in

reaction rates is consistent with a rather low activation energy

(~lO kcal) for this reaction as has been reported by others.

5. Preliminary gas analyses have confirmed the presence

of methane during reaction in dry hydrogen in keeping with expecta

tions from published studies of hydrogenation reactions.

Modelling of Channeling Reactions

There are two major aspects to theoretical modelling of

the kinetics of gasification reactions. The first is the local

reaction mechanism at the point of carbon removal and the second is

the transport of reactants and products and heat to and from the

site of reaction. Depending on the relative rates, one or the

other of these aspects may be the factor controlling the overall

reaction rate. It is very difficult to take the transport factor

into account in bulk samples with complicated morphologies, but for

a simple structural feature such as a reaction channel in graphite

we shall see that it is much easier. For a particular structural
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feature in graphite the nature of the active carbon sites is quite

well defined by the crystal structure. This, combined with the

more easily characterizable transport aspects of the reaction,

makes more precise modelling of the local reaction mechanism possible.

There is a good deal of controversy regarding the details

of the mechanism of uncatalyzed reaction [see von Freddersdorf and

Elliott (1966) for review] and this is even more true of the catalyzed

reactions [see, for example Walker, Shelef and Anderson (1968)].

In many studies experiments were designed to eliminate transport

aspects, or at least to verify that these aspects were not rate

limiting. The data from such experiments can be used to test

purely local reaction mechanisms. This approach is likely to be

more useful for the uncatalyzed reactions than the catalyzed reactions

because the much higher reaction rates of the latter make transport

control more likely. To illustrate the way in which models can be

used to interpret data, we will examine a simple nontransport limited

mechanism for the uncatalyzed reaction, and both the transport and

local aspects of a tentative mechanism for the catalyzed reaction.

(1) The Uncatalyzed Reaction. The most reactive carbon

atoms are atoms that have fewer than three nearest neighbors in

the basal plane. Such active carbon atoms occur at defects such as

nonbasal dislocations etc., but of more particular interest are

active atoms at the edges of the basal atomic planes which occur at

the risers of surface steps. The relatively large separation of
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basal atomic planes makes it likely that reactions at the edge of

each basal plane are independent of each other so that one can

focus attention on a single basal plane edge when discussing mechanisms.

The mechanism we shall discuss is a version of one proposed by

Strickland-Constable (1950). There have been other, perhaps more

plausible, mechanisms proposed [see von Feddersdorf and Elliott

(1966)] but this mechanism has the virtue of simplicity for illus-

trating the points we wish to raise.

The mechanism is written in two steps
i

l
2Ca + H

2
0 ~ C(O) + H

2
+ Ca

jl

i
2

C(O) ~ CO + nCa

(1)

(2 )

This reaction is illustrated for a "zig-zag" edge, i.e., an edge on

a (1101) step, in Figure 18. In the equations Ca is an active

carbon site and C(O) is a C-O complex. In this mechanism we are

assuming that the coverage of chemisorbed hydrogen and hydroxyl is

negligible so that the intermediate steps in step 1 illustrated in

Figure 18 are very fast. The inhibiting effect of H
2

on the

reaction is due to the reverse of reaction (1) occurring at an

appreciable rate. Others have taken the inhibiting effect of H
2

as

due to the competitive adsorption of H
2

to form C(H) complexes,

which reduces the sites available for H
2

0 absorption.
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The reaction chosen for analysis here is especially easy

to handle mathematically because it is necessary only to consider

coverage by C(O) complexes, rather than C(O), C(H) and C(OH) complexes,

and this is the reason for choosing it. In the following [Cal is

the number of uncomplexed active carbon sites per unit length of

basal plane edge and [C(O)] is a similar density of C(O) complexes.

If N is the total density of active edge atoms, then N = [Cal +

[C(O)]. For a zig-zag basal plane edge, N = 4.08 x 10
7

cm- l but

7 -1for an "armchair" basal plane edge N = 5.65 x 10 cm

The rate of creation of C(O) complexes is

d [C (0)] = . P [C] 2 . [] [C (0) ] . [C (0) ]dt 1 1 H 0 a - J1PH Ca - 1 2
2 2

or in terms of the fractional coverage by C(O), 8 = C(O)/N,

d8
dt

= Ni P (1-8)2 - Nj P 8(1-8) - i 8
1 H

2
0 1 H

2
2

(3)

The condition for steady state is that this rate should vanish, so

that a quadratic equation can be solved for 8. The solution is

8 =

(2aPH 0 +
2

bP + 1)
H2

2(aPH 0
2

(4)

where a = N(i
l
/i 2 ) and b = N(jl/i

2
). This solution can be examined

in various limits to see what the reaction order is with respect to

the partial pressure of water. For example, it is easy to show

large P and zero order for very small P
H2 H

2
to relate the activation energy for the overall reaction in these

that (4) predicts a first-order reaction with respect to PH 0 for
2

It is also possible
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limits to the activation energies of the individual steps. This is

the type of experimental test that can be performed to deduce the

reaction mechanism and the activation energies of the basic steps.

The integrated effect of the reaction in a bulk carbon

sample, as opposed to the local reaction at a single well-defined

structural feature in graphite, will probably have the same quali-

tative form as (4), but because of the great variety of possible

active carbon sites the mechanism may not be as well defined as (1)

and (2) although the "average reaction" will be similar. For this

reason, for the analysis of bulk data there is little point in a

very precise mathematical analysis and it is common to ignore

aspects of the reaction which lead to a nonlinear equation for the

coverage, 8. In our example, if one ignores the necessity of

having two vacant sites for the absorption of water in (1), and the

necessity of having one vacant site next to the absorbed oxygen

atom in the reverse reaction, one can replace (3) by

i P (1-8) - j P 8 - i
2

8 = 0
1 H

2
0 1 H

2

( 5)

i
l

and jl. This has solution

aPH °
2

1 +8 =
aPH ° + bPH2 2

where a = (i
l
/i

2
), b = (jl/i

2
), which has exactly the Langmuir

with a slight redefinition of

form. For both the exact and approximate treatments, the rate of

carbon removal is
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and for the Langmuir form

r. =
1 1 + aPH 0 +

2

( 6)

Expressions of this form are often fitted to bulk kinetic

data, and the activation energies for the rate-limiting reactions

can be deduced from the parameters corresponding to the best fit

[see von Freddersdorf and Elliott (1966)]. In principle this can

also be done for the refined version of the solution. It is always

possible to check the activation energies of the rate-limiting

reactions in a mechanism by noting that the difference between the

activation energy for the forward and the reverse reaction is just

the heat of reaction, i.e., E
f

- E
r

= 6H. This is an especially

useful procedure for reactions at crystallographically well-defined

features on graphite because one has a fairly good idea of structure

and can use standard bond energies to estimate 6H.

A similar analysis has been carried out by Zeilke and

Gorin (reviewed by von Freddersdorf and Elliot, 1966) for hydrogena-

tion of graphite to form methane as illustrated schematically in

Figure 19. Calculations of relative reaction rates using constants

(a,b) derived from these models suggest that the hydrogenation

reaction should be much more important in the temperature and

atmosphere conditions used in this investigation.
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Channels become wider (for the same depth) as P
H

2
0

(2) The catalyzed Reaction. The much higher reaction

rate for the catalyzed reaction makes it likely that transport

phenomena play an important role in the mechanism. We shall study

a particular hypothetical reaction mechanism which we are attempting

to test with our data. We shall derive some observable consequences

of the mechanism to see whether they are consistent with our data,

or use the predictions to suggest further experiments. The modelling

is still in its earliest stages and the following should be con

sidered a first working hypothesis.

The only catalytic reaction mode we will consider is

channeling of iron particles parallel to the basal plane of graphite.

There are several qualitative observations which we would like the

model to account for:

(i) Channels due to smaller diameter particles seem to

be longer.

(ii) The iron particles appear to have been molten, even

at reaction temperatures as low as 800°C.

(iii) The molten iron has a strong affinity for (wets)

the risers of steps on the graphite surface.

(iv)

gets smaller.

The mechanism we shall examine the consequences of is the

following:
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C(graphite) ~ C(in Fe)

C(in Fe) ~ Fe*(C) (surface carbide)

3Fe* + H
2

0 ~ Fe*(O) + 2Fe*(H)

Fe*(C) + Fe*(O) ~ 2Fe* + CO

2Fe* + H ~ 2Fe*(H)
2

Cb 1 + Fe*(H) ~ Cb l(H) + Fe*asa asa

with reference to the sketch in Figure l7A and Figure 20, carbon

(7)

(8 )

(9)

(10 )

(11)

(12 )

atoms dissolve rapidly in iron at the graphite step [Eq. (7)], the

carbon atoms then diffuse through the iron to the surfaces exposed

[Eq. (8)]. At the same time, water is dissociatively adsorbed onto

the iron [Eq. (9)]. The surface oxide and carbide then react to

evolve carbon monoxide [Eq. (10)]. The adsorbed hydrogen atoms on

the iron diffuse onto the graphite basal plane surface where they

are highly mobile [see Robell, Ballore and Boudart (1964)]. These

mobile hydrogen atoms recombine on remote iron particles which are

not directly catalyzing a reaction (i.e., are not wetting a step).

There is a net chemical driving force for surface diffusion of

hydrogen atoms from actively catalyzing iron particles to inactive

particles. Inactive particles may also act as sinks for atomic

hydrogen generated in the uncatalyzed reaction.

We postulate the role of the mobile atomic hydrogen for

three reasons:
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(i) The evidence of Robell et al. (1964).

(ii) The fact that the iron at the channel tips appears

molten in spite of the fact that the total reaction C + H20 -* CO + H2

is endothermic (6H = 31 kcal/mole). A possible explanation is that

the partial reaction 3C + H
2

0 ~ CO + 2C(H) is exothermic and local-

ized at the reaction site, whereas the endothermic desorption step,

2C(H) ~ 2C + H
2

is delocalized. Since the heat of reaction for the

total reaction is 31 kcal/mole, the heat of reaction for the local

reaction is

~Hl 1 = 31 + E - 2E kcal/moleoca H-H C-H

Now E
H

-
H

= 103 kcal/mole, and E
C

-
H

for carbon on active carbon

sites at edges of the basal planes is 99 kcal/mole. The hydrogen

atoms bonded to active carbons are immobile so these are not the

hydrogens of interest. The hydrogen atoms of interest are bonded

to basal plane surfaces and almost certainly E ~ 99 kcal/mole.
C-H

There is a considerable amount of uncertainty about the value for

E
C

- H' but some estimates have been made. An experimental estimate,

which should be more reliable than estimates from molecular orbital

calculations [by Bennett, McCarroll, Messmer, (1971)], by Robell et

al. (1964) is E
C

-
H

= 68 kcal/mole, which makes the local reaction

slightly exothermic ~Hl 1 ~ -2 kcal/mole.oca

(iii) Observations at sites where the uncatalyzed and

catalyzed reactions are remote from large particles of iron, but
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obviously associated with the large iron particles. The large iron

particles may be recombination centers for atomic hydrogen.-'

The consequences of the local reaction mechanism can

be worked out in a manner similar to that illustrated above for

the uncatalyzed reaction, but for simplicity of illustration we

shall assume a very simple local rate law at the surface of the

iron:

J = k[C] P(s)
s

where J is the rate of carbon removal (moles/cm
2
s), [C] is the

s

(13 )

surface carbon concentration, and P(s) is the partial pressure of

water at the surface. We choose (13) because McKee (1974) indicates

that Eq. (9) is the rate limiting step in the local mechanism.

McKee (1974) also notices a reduction in activation energy above

about 750°C which indicates a transition to diffusion control.

This suggests that diffusion in the gas phase and/or iron and/or

surface diffusion must be taken into account as possible rate-

limiting steps. We shall assume that dissolution of graphite in

iron, surface diffusion of atomic hydrogen, and recombination and

dissociation of hydrogen are all fast reactions.

The steps that we shall consider as possibly rate-

limiting are (i) the dissociation of water on the iron [after McKee

(1974)], (ii) diffusion of gas-phase reactants and products to and

from the iron surface (for the rate law of Eq. (13), only diffusion
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of water vapor is of significance), (iii) diffusion of carbon

through the iron. We shall assume that the water vapor must diffuse

through a surface boundary layer of thickness 8, so that

J = k [C] p (s ) = ( p D/0) [p-p (s) ]
s

3where p is the molar density (moles/cm ) of the gas, D is the

diffusion coefficient of H
2

0 in the gas phase (cm
2
/s), and p is

the bulk gas-phase water partial pressure. Equation (14) can be

solved for p(s) and the result can be substituted into (13) yielding

J =
k [C] P

s
1 + (k8/pD) [C]

s
(15)

Now the problem is to solve the boundary-value problem of diffusion

in the iron particle by adjusting [C] at the surface so that J
s

predicted by the boundary-value problem agrees with (15). This is

a very difficult mathematical problem, so in the spirit of the

approximations made so far, we make a further approximation which

should still give a qualitative picture of the phenomenon.

Assume that there is no flux out of the top surface of

the iron (or in the bottom surface). Then the flux is given by

J = (D I /w) ( [C] e - [C ] s )

-27-
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where D' is the diffusion coefficient of carbon in iron, w is the

length of the iron particle, and [C] is the equilibrium concentration
e

of iron at the iron-carbon interface BC. Combination of (15) and

(16) yields an equation which can be solved for [C] yielding
s

C = !{(l-b-arp) + [(1-b-arp)2 + 4b]1/2} (17)
2

where C = [C] I[C] , r = wid, as e
pDd pD

ko[C]
e

(18)

Figure 20 is a plot of c vs arp for several values of b.

There are three possible regimes:

(i) Local control: b»l, b/(arp»>l

(ii) Gas-phase diffusion control arp«l, b«l

(iii)Bulk (iron) diffusion control arp»l, b/(arp)«l.

The total gasification rate in moles per second per unit length of

step is Q and

q = Q
k[C] pd

e

bc= b + C
(19)

For small values of b and sufficiently small values of w

(gas phase limited), the rate of gasification approaches a limiting

value. If one takes into account the gas phase diffusion-limited

flux through the top surface of the iron particle and takes note of

the fact that in this regime the total gasification rate should be

proportional to the exposed area of the particle, then this limiting

value will actually be a maximum at a finite value of w. This
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crude model predicts that in this regime this maximum will occur at

arp = constant. Thus the temperature and water-vapor pressure

dependence of the width of iron strips wetting steps on the graphite

surface would be a useful way to test this model (or a more rigorous

version of it).

A particularly striking phenomenon in the catalyzed re

action is the "channelling" of small iron particles on the basal

plane surfaces. The iron particles cut grooves in the surface, and

it appears that the smaller the particle, the longer the groove.

Let us consider particles small enough that diffusion of carbon

through the iron is not limiting. A particle of radius R cuts a

groove of depth 2R as it moves across the surface, and heating due

to the local exothermic reaction causes a local temperature rise

~T. It is easy to demonstrate that the primary heat-loss mechanism

is by conduction into the graphite, and that the total heat loss

rate is (cal/sec)

Q = 2nK6TR (20)

where K is the thermal conductivity of graphite, assumed isotropic.

A similar treatment of Fick's law gives the total molar gasification

rate as (moles/sec).

G = 2npD[p(s)-p]R

If the local heat of reaction is 6H «0 for exothermic), then
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Q == G6.H (22 )

If diffusion through iron is not rate-limiting, then the local re-

action rate law can be written

(23)

where, in terms of the k defined earlier

= k(e] Ae
(24)

2
where A is the exposed area of the iron particle (~2~R ). Equations

(21) and (23) may be combined and solved for p(s) which may then be

substituted into (23) to give

G== P{--l + 1 }-l
k

l
2~pDR

(25)

On the other hand, G must be related to the velocity v by

2G ~ vp'~R (26)

where pI is the molar density of graphite. So, from (25) and (26)

(27)v =
-1

{ ~PIR2 + PIR}
P k

l
2pD

Thus, for local control v varies as'l/R
2

, but for diffusion control v

varies as l/R. All parameters except k
l

in (27) are known or easily

measured. Thus velocity measurements can in principle yield infor-

mation about the local rate constant k
l

. At sufficiently high

temperatures the reaction must become diffusion controlled and thus

insensitive to kl because k
l

has an Arrhenius dependence on T,

whereas D varies only as T3/ 2 . It is also possible to find the

local temperature rise via (20), (22) and (25):
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-1

(28)

Thus, in the diffusion-controlled regime ~T is independent

of particle size, but for local control, smaller particles get

hotter. It is useful to compute v and ~T in the diffusion controlled

regime, because these values constitute upper limits on v and ~T.

In the diffusion controlled regime, one finds ~T is at most only a

couple of degrees, whereas v is on the order of 10 cm/s for a
o

1000 A particle. The small value of ~T seems to contradict the

fact of molten iron particles, whereas the large value of v seems

to contradict the observed finite track lengths. These contradictions

suggest that a further refinement of the model, perhaps taking

alternative diffusion paths into account, will be necessary.

None of the above analysis is intended as a definitive

model of the reaction mechanism. The intention is rather to show

how a mechanism may be proposed as a plausible working hypothesis,

how its consequences may be evaluated, and how, in conjunction with

experimental results, it may be used to suggest definitive measure-

ments.

Future Research

The areas of investigation that will be explored further

either during the remaining period of the present contract or

during the continuation year if this is approved are listed below

in approximate order of priority.
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1. The origin of the silicon impurity must be identified

and its influence on reaction rates and nature of the reaction

channels determined.

2. Quantitative measurements of the various characteris

tics of the reaction channels will be carried out using available

instrumental stereo viewing facilities. That is, the length,

width, depth, crystallographic orientation and number of jogs per

unit length will be determined on representative samples, and

correlated with reaction temperature, gas atmosphere, reaction

products (i.e., CO and CH
4

) and catalytic particle size. There is

some difficulty in these measurements because of interference of

tracks with one another. Efforts will be made to minimize this

difficulty by reducing the density of catalytic particles on the

graphite surface. Although controlling particle size and number

per unit area independently does not appear to be easy, some prelimi

nary experiments employing masks during vacuum deposition suggest

that this approach might be satisfactory. The MVEM and SEM observa

tions suggest that the characteristics of the track do depend on

particle size. That is, channels formed by very large particles

protruding above them tend to change in direction and width frequently

possibly because of vibration causing a wobbly motion whereas the

very small particles completely immersed in the track are not

affected and the tracks tend to remain very straight.
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3. An environmental reaction chamber for the million

volt electron microscope will be ready shortly and it is anticipated

that this will prove to be a more satisfactory way of obtaining

quantitative reaction data. That is, the rate of advance of individual

channels can be measured directly, and sources of interference

eliminated by watching channel growth over a relatively short

period of time and distance.

4. Additional effort will go into attempts to identify

the unknown phase which forms at high temperatures and which possibly

is an iron-silicon carbide.

5. Preliminary measurements of the gas composition will

be extended for other reaction temperatures and other atmospheres

to determine the relative production of CH
4

and CO during gasification

of electrode graphite. If sensitivity of the instrumentation can

be increased efficiently, similar measurements will be made on

selected flakes of single crystal graphite. Quantitative information

on the relative gasification rates will be correlated with the

nature of the reaction channels to substantiate some indication

that channel orientation is different for hydrogenation and oxidation

reactions.

6. The appearance of the particles and comments reported

in the literature by Baker et al, and others strongly suggest
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that the iron particles are molten during the reaction. As discussed

in the theoretical section of this report, the temperature rise of

the reaction is negligible, at least according to the model developed

here. Direct methods to determine the phase present at the reaction

temperature will be attempted using Mossbauer spectroscopy, magnetic

measurements, x-ray diffraction, or electron diffraction at the

reaction temperature.

7. Considerable effort will go into theoretical modelling

of the various observations that have been made during the course

of this research. One aspect concerns the crystallography of the

removal of carbon atoms from the graphite lattic and particularly

the nature of the exposed surfaces. As discussed in the text,

models that have been presented for the CO and CH
4

reactions assume

either <1120> or <1110> exposed edges, respectively. However the

observations tend to suggest that just the reverse is true.

8. Some preliminary thermodynamic calculations will be

extended to compute an iron-carbon phase diagram on the assumption

that austenite does not occur. Nucleation of new phases in very

small particles is well known to be difficult and it is possible

here that the iron particles do not form fcc austenite but remain

as bcc ferrite. It is probable that if this situation actually

occurs, the metastable extension of the eutectic temperature will
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result in a substantial lowering of the melting point and explain

the apparent molten appearance of the particles.

9. Electron microscope examination of samples reacted

at high temperature in wet H2 shows that the edges of the reaction

channel have a very ragged appearance. Presumably this is due to

noncatalytic reactions, and the conditions that affect this will be

explored in more detail.

10. The effect of other catalytic materials will be

explored, including nickel, copper, and gold because of substantially

different chemical equilibria of these materials with carbon.

11. Surface-energy considerations affecting particle

shape and particle movement will be examined. Forces causing

movement of particles either over the surface during the reduction

stage or along the channels during the gasification reaction are

physical-chemical in nature and the magnitude of these forces will

be evaluated theoretically.
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Table I

Summary of Reaction Experiments

Temperature, °C
PH20 Atm. 1100 1000 900 850 800 750 650

2-4 x 10- 2 (60) 3 (47) (22,23) (41 )

2-4 x 10- 3
(49) (33,44,45) (32,46) (28,29, (39,40) (30)

42,43)

2-4 x 10- 4
(51,52) (50) (48) (55)1 (27)

2-4 x 10- 5
(53,54, (63) (31 ) (21 ) (24,25)
57,56)2

2-4 x 10-6 (58,62) (59)

Sample in ( ) Indicates Experiment No.

(55)1 80% He, 20% H
2

(56) 2 90% He, 10% H
2

(60)3 100% He, 0% H2
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Photograph of gas flow controls, m1x1ng and sampling units,
furnace and oxygen sensor for carbon gasification experiments.

Figure 1
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A 30X

B SOOX

Example of freshly cleaved graphite flakes used for reaction
channeling experiments showing presence of twinned regions.

Figure 3
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A 800X B 8,000X

C lO,OOOX D 4,000X

Examples of the various stages of the formation of small particles
of metallic iron during heating in dry (PH 0=10-5 atm) hydrogen at
750oC. 2
(A,B) ~5nm film formed by vapor deposition breaks up into spherical
particles; (C) decoration of surface ledges; (D) some particles
enlarged by migration over smooth graphite surface.

Scanning Electron Micrographs

Figure 4



Iron particle catalyzed channeling is initiated at ledge on
cleaved surfaces. Reacted 20 minutes in "wet" hydrogen at
800

0
Ci PH 0=3XlO-2 atm. Scanning Electron Micrograph

2 l5,000X

Figure 5



Reaction around large iron particles. Nominal 1000 R layer
of iron reduced in dry hydrogen for 90 min., then reactedo
in wet hydrogen for 20 min., both at 700 C. 4,500X

Scanning Electron Micrograph

Figure 6



A 30,OOOX B 8,OOOX

C 8,OOOX

Examples of reaction channels formed at different temperatures.
(A) 800°C; PH O=4.5XlO- 3 • (B) lOOOOC; PH O=4xlO- 3 • (C) llOOoC;

2 2
-5PH O=l.37xlO atm. Scanning Electron Micrograph

2

Figure 7



Examples of channels formed
particles in BO%He, 20%H

2
•

by movement of thin single crystal
BSOoC; P =4xlO- 4 atm. 23,SOOX

H
2

0

Million Volt Electron Micrographs

Figure B



Reaction channels formed at 10000 C in dry hydrogen with
1000 R of iron. 1000oC; PH 0=1.3x10-S atm. 8,000X

2 Scanning Electron Micrograph

Figure 9



Iron particle catalyzed
PH 0=4.14x10-4 atm.

2

reaction channels form~d at 1100
0

Ci
15,000X

Million Volt Electron Micrographs

Figure 10
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1,600X 4,OOOX

Uncatalyzed reaction at 11000C in wet hydrogen causes
roughening of edges at ledges and channels_
11000Ci PH o=5XlO-2 atm. Scanning Electron Micrographs

2

Figure 11



A 15,000X B 15,000X

c 10,000X

Examg1es of reaction channels formed at 1100
0

C in dry hydrogen.
1100 C; PH 0=1.37X10-5 atm. Million Volt Electron Micrographs

2

Figure 12



A B Si Fe

C Silicon D Iron

X-ray spectra and image maps showing gresence of silicon in
iron particles after reaction at 1100 C in dry hydrogen.
11000Ci PH 0=1.37xlO-S atm. Scanning Electron Micrographs

2 8,000X

Figure 13



A B Si Fe

C Iron D Silicon

X-ray spectra and image
in iron particles after
900

0
Ci PH O=4X10- 3 atm.

2

maps showing presence of silicon
reaction at 900°C in hydrogen.

Scanning Electron Micrographs
10,OOOX

Figure 14



Contrast of reaction channels
deposition of gold.

o -41100 C; PH 0=4.14x10 atm.
2

is enhanced by vacuum
6,000X

Million Volt Electron Micrograph

Figure 15



A 800X

B 16,000X C 16,000X

oGasification of electrode graphite planchet at 1000 C
-5in hydrogen, PH 0=1.3xlO atm.

(A) Boundary between uncoated (left) and iron-coated (right)
region. (B) Uncatalyzed reaction zone. (C) Iron catalyzed
reaction zone. Scanning Electron Micrographs

Figure 16
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APPENDIX I

Furnace Control Procedure

Instructions for safe operation of the furnace and gas control
system are outlined below. The identification of switches and
valves refer to those shown in Figure 1.

ON-OFF PROCEDURE

OFF to RUN

1. TURN ON EXHAUST FAN.

2. OPEN TANK VALVES.

3. TURN ON FURNACE.

4. OPEN VALVES V-3 AND/OR V-4.

5. TURN ON CHART RECORDER.

6. TURN ON S-l AND WAIT TWO MINUTES.

7. OPEN V-15.

8. SEE "SAMPLE LOADING PROCEDURE. "

9. FOLLOW "GAS MIXING PROCEDURE. "

RUN to OFF

1. SWITCH OUT GAS FILTER (V-5, V-6) AND SATURATOR (V-10, then V-9).

2. WAIT TWO MINUTES.

3. BYPAS S FURNACE TUBE (V-13) .

4. CLOSE V-15.

5. TURN S-l OFF.

6. CLOSE V-3 AND/OR V-4.

7. TURN CHART RECORDER OFF.

8. CLOSE TANK VALVES.

9. TURN EXHAUST FAN OFF.

(LEAVE OXYGEN-SENSOR ON UNLESS SYSTEM WILL NOT BE USED
FOR MORE THAN A MONTH.)
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SAMPLE UNLOADING AND LOADING PROCEDURES

SAMPLE UNLOADING PROCEDURE

1. IF SYSTEM IS ON "RUN", SWITCH OUT GAS FILTER (V-S, V-6)
AND/OR SATURATOR (V-IO, THEN V-g).

2. WHEN SAMPLE IS 50°C OR COOLER, BYPASS FURNACE (V-I3).

3. GO TO "OFF" IF NOT MAKING ANOTHER RUN IMMEDIATELY~

OTHERWISE GO TO STEP 4.

4. REMOVE SAMPLE.

5. GO TO "OFF" OR "LOAD SAMPLE PROCEDURE."

SAMPLE LOADING PROCEDURE

1. ENSURE THAT FURNACE TUBE IS BYPASSED.

2. TURN ON ROUGHING PUMP.

3. PUT SAMPLE BOAT AND BALL BEARING IN TUBE,
ATTACH SPRING AND CLAMP.

4. SET V-II, V-I2 FOR EVACUATION.

5. AFTER EVACUATION RESET V-II, V-I2.

6. CLOSE V-IS.

7. PUT FURNACE TUBE IN CIRCUIT (V-I3).

8. WAIT TWO MINUTES.

9. OPEN V-IS.

10. FOLLOW "GAS MIXING PROCEDURE."

11. SYSTEM IS IN "RUN" STATUS.
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GAS MIXING PROCEDURE

1. You are given the desired partial pressure of hydrogen
in the final mixture in atm (C) and the desired partial
pressure of H

2
0 in the final mixture (D).

2. Put the furnace tube in-circuit (V-13) and by-pass the
filter (F-l) if you want a wet mixture. If you want a
dry mixture leave F-l in the line. Leave the furnace
off the quartz furnace tube.

3. Allow purified hydrogen to flow until the oxygen potential
stabilizes at some high value (A). The gauge (G-l) should
show a slightly positive pressure.

4. Go to the computer, run the program "HYHE" and obtain
values E and F. See attached examples.

5. If you want a wet hydrogen mixture (no helium) skip this
step and go to the next step. If you do want helium in
the mixture, however, adjust the hydrogen and helium flows
until the oxygen potential is equal to E (see program).
[If the stabilized oxygen potential is greater (less) than
E, increase (decrease) the He flow and decrease (increase)
the hydrogen flow, keeping the gauge pressure constant at
a slightly positive value. Use valves V-I and V-2. Repeat
until the oxygen potential stabilizes to a value as near as
practical to E.] Note the actual value of E on the chart.

6. If you want a dry mixture skip this step.
For a wet mixture do the following (the saturator should
be out of the line to start with) :

(a) Open. V-8 fully.
(b) Open V-7 fully.
(c) Switch in saturator (V-9 first, then V-lO) .
(d) Close V-7 until a high bubbling rate is seen.
(e) Close V-8 until flow just starts to diminish.
(f) Adjust oxygen potential to equal F (see program)

in the following way:
(1) Coarse: To raise (lower) oxygen potential

open (close) V-7 slowly (1 unit on handle/min.).
·(2) Fine: To raise (lower) oxygen potential

close (open) V-8 slowly (5 units/min.).

7. This sets the gas mixture. Some minor adjustments of V-8
may be necessary to maintain the oxygen potential E if a
wet mixture is used.
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RtJN

Wet Helium + Hydrogen Mixture

H'tHE - OXYGEN POTENTIAL FOR DESIRED H20 LEVEL IN HE/H2 MIXTURE

A - OXYGEN POTL FOR FILTERED HYDROGEN (MILLIVOLTS) 11450

B - IMPURITY H20 LEVEL IN FILTERED H2 (AND MIX) IS 1.3768e-05 (AT)

'-' C - DESIRED PARTIAL PRESS OF H2 IN WET HE+H2 MIX (ATM) 1.6

D - DESIRED PARTIAL PRESSURE OF H20 IN WET MIX (ATM) ?1.2E-3

E - SET OXYGEN POTL OF FILTERED HE"'H2 MIX TO 1421.5 (MILLIVOLTS)

F - SET POTL OF WET MIXTURE TO 1230.6 (MILLIVOLTS)

r.eady

*

-
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RCM94
...... password--IU.'.MII".
~ SYSTEM 1BASIC

~. Of:.O OR NEW-OLO
OLD FILE1 ICGSSMOLLY/HYHE

'- READY
*RUN

"- Dry Helium + Hydrogen Mixture (60% Hydrogen)

HYHE - OXYGEN POTENTIAL FOR DESIRED H20 LEVEL IN HE/H2 MIXTURE
'-

A - OXYGEN POTL FOR FILTERED HYDROGEN (MILLIVOLTS) 11450

B - IMPURITY H20 LEVEL IN FILTERED H2 (AND MIX) IS 1.3768e-05 (AT]

-. C - D.ESIRED PARTIAL PRESS OF H2 IN WET HE+H2 MIX (ATM) 1.6 same
value

D - DESIRED PARTIAL PRESSURE OF H20 IN "ET MIX (ATM) 21.3768E-5

E - SET OXYGEN POTL OF FILTERED HE+H2 IA·IX TO 1427.5 (MILLIVOLTS)

'- F - SET POrL OF WET MIXTURE TO 1427.5 (MILLIV()LTS)

·re-ady
*RUN......

Wet Hydrogen Mixture (no Helium)

..... HYHE - OXYGEN POTENTIAL FOR nESIRED H20 LEVEL IN HE/H2 MIXTURE

'A - OXYGEN POTL FOR FILTERED HYDROGEN (MILLIVOLTS) 11450

B - IMPURITY H20 LEVEL IN FILTERED H2 (AND MIX) IS 1.3768e-05 (AT)

C - DESIRED PARTIAL PRESS OF H2 IN WETHE+H2MIX (ATM) 11

...... ·0 - DESIRED PARTIAL PRESSURE OF H20 IN WET -MIX (ATM) 11.2E-3

E- SET OXYGEN POTL OF FILTERED HE+H2 MIX TO 1450.1 (MILLIVOLTS)-
·-F - SET·PoTL OF WET MIXTURE TO ~253.1 (MILLIVOLTS)

ready

*



APPENDIX II

Gas Composition Analysis Procedure

Instructions for computer calculations of partial pressure of
He, H , 0 and H 0 from measured flow rates and oxygen sensor
potentia1

2
are outlined below.

Take strip chart to computer terminal and run "GASCOMP3"

Explanatory notes on questions asked by program:

1. Ambient temperature is the temperature of the flowmeters
FM-l and FM-2.

2. Percent of oxygen in ambient air is usually around 20.6%
but can be found by using a standard humidity vs. air
composition chart, after the humidity has been noted.

3. Furnace temperature - fairly obvious.

4. Total flow rate is found from the sum of the helium
and hydrogen flow rates using the calibration charts.

5. The oxygen potential of the dry helium + hydrogen mixture
is the actual value one sets in Step 5 of the "Gas Mixing
Procedure. "

6. Oxygen potential of purified helium is unimportant except
to give an idea of the oxygen impurity level in the cold
inlet gases. This number has no effect on the gas com
position tabulated by the computer. (Choose 285 mV if
in doubt.)

7. Oxygen potential of purified hydrogen is obtained in Step 3
of the "Gas Mixing Procedure."

8. The oxygen potential of the wet gas is obtained in Step 6
of the "Gas Mixing Procedure."



OLD
~ OLD FILE? /CGSSMOLL Y/GASCOMP3

READY
*RUN

11-2

GASCOMP3 - COMPOSITIONS OF GASES IN FURNACE 04/28/77

.AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG C) 122

PERCENT OF 02 IN AMBIENT AIR 120.6

FURNACE TEMPERATURE (DEG C) 1850

- TOTAl. FLOW RATE (ML/M IN) 11000

OXYGEN POTL OF DRY H2+HE MIX 11429

WHAT IS THE OXiGEN POTENTIAL OF
.(t) PURIFIED HELIUM (MV)· 1285
(2) PlHHFIED ~DROGEN (MV) 11450

THE OXYGEN AND WATER IMPURITY LEVELS ARE AS FOLLOWS
-- nXiGEN (PPM) .50

WATER (PPM) 12.77

I'4HAT IS THE POTENTIAL FOR THE WET GAS 11232

WATER VAPOR PRESSURE IN SATURATOR IS .9 MM HG

FLOWS AND PRESSURES FOR GASES IN
GAS FLOW RATE (ML/M IN)

HELIUM 1.443e 03
HYDROGEN 2.364e 03

OXYGEN 7.506e-20
WATER 4.576e 00
TOTAL 3.811 e 03

FURNACE AT 850.0 (DEG C)
PARTIAL PRESSURE (ATM)

3.785e-01
6.202e-01
I. 96ge-2 3
1.20Ie-03
1.000e 00

'- R*T*LN(P02) (= DELTA F) IS -.116.7 (KILOCALORIES)
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OXYGEN SENSOR CALIBRATION

1. Start from standby.

2. Open V-4.

3. Set flow to 100 on FM-l.

4. Turn on S-1.

5. Open V-IS.

6. Wait until cell potential falls to less than 1000 mV.

7. Close V-IS.

8. Close V-4.

9. Close V-16.

10. Open V-17.

11. Open V-IS.

12. Set V-19 so that FM-3 reads 3.5.

13. Wait until cell potential stabilizes.

14. Adjust s-s until cell potential reads zero.

15. Close V-IS.

16. Close V-17

17. Open V-16 (to l.h. port).

18. Open V-4.

19. Wait two minutes.

20. Open V-IS.

21. Wait until cell potential reaches 200 mV.

22. Close V-IS.

23. Close V-4.

24. System is on standby.
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List for "HYHE"
LIST

1000 PRINT USING 1020,
1010 PRINT'\PRINT
t020 IHYHE - OXYGEN POTENTIAL FOR DESIRED H20 LEVEL IN HE/H2 MIXTURE
1030 PRINT JlA - OXYGEN POTL FOR FILTERED HYDROGEN (MILLIVOLTS) ".
1040 INPUT EI
I 050 A:a' I 0.... ( 9. 4256 I 7-EI / I 0 I • 49276 )
1060 PRINT'PRINT USING 1070,A'PRINT
1070.lB - IMPURITY H20 LEVEL IN FILTERED H2 (AND MIX) IS 1.1"*""--' (AT)
1080 PH I NT .nc - DES I RED PARTI AL PRESS OF H2 1N WET HE+H2 MI X (ATM) Jt.

1090 INPUT X
·tIOO PH INT

1110 PRINT .110 - DESIRED PARTIAL PRESSURE OF H20 IN WET MIX (ATM) A'I
.1 120 INPUT B
1130 X=X/(I-B)
1140 E2-IOJ.49276*(CLG(X)-CLGCA)+9.425617)
1150 PR I NT
1'160 PRINT USING 1170,E2
1170.lE - SET OXYGEN POTL OF FILTERED HE+H2 MIX TO "".1 (MILLIVOLTS>
1180 E3=101.49276*lCLGCX*CI-B»-CLGCB)+9.425617)
1190 PRINT'PRINT USING 1200,E3'PRINT
1200IF - SET poTL OF WET MIXTURE TO "'II.' CMILLIVOLTS)
1210 STOP

"1220 END

~ady
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List for "GASCOMP3"
".

1000 PRINT -GASCOMP3 - COMPOSITIONS OF OASES IN FURNACE "'DAT$
1010 DIM U9(2)
1020 DEF FNA(X7)
1030 A7-12499/(273+X7)-.69477*CLG(273+X7)-6.20303E-4*(273+X7)
1040 C1=3. 25395E-1*(273+X7 }'""2-S.98675E-11 *( 273+X7).... 3
1050 FNA=A7+C7
1060FNEND
1070 PRINT\PRINT\PRINT MAMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG C) -,
1080 INPUT TI
1090 T2=T1

"1100 PR I NT\PR INT: "PERCENT OF 02 IN AMBI ENT AIR '"
I 110 INPUT B7
fl20 PRINT\PRINT "FURNACE TEMPERATURE (DEO C) -,
1130 INPUT T3
1140 PRINT\PRINT ~TOTAL FLOW RATE (MUMIN) .. ,
1150 INPUT Z4

'-+~6G""PRINT\PRINT MOXYGEN P(Hl OF DRY H2+HE ·M·IX al
1170 INPUT Z5
1180 PRINT\PRINT "WHAT IS THE~OXYGEN POTENTIAL OF .I,
1190 PRINT M( I) PURIFIED HELIUM (MY) "I\INPUT VI
1200 PRINT M(2) PURIFIED HVDR(~EN (MY) ",\INPUT V2
1.210 I 1=1 E6* I cr (CLG( B7/ I 00 )-Y IISO. 74638)
+220 I2-IE6*1(}""(9. 768682+.5*CLG(B7/JOO)-V2/JOJ .49276)-2*1 J
1230 18=(2*II+I2)*1E-6
1240 17=1 cr (CLO( 18 )-9. 768682-.5*CLO( B7 I JOO)+Z5I1 0 I .49276)
1250 A=Z4*I7*.Ol21875/(273+TI)
1260 B-Z4*(I-I7)*.0121875/(273+Tl)
1270 PRJ.NT\PRINT "THE OXYGEN AND WATER IMPURITY LEVELS ARE AS FOLLOWS"
1280 PRINT USING 1290, I I
12901()XYGEN (PPM) ",. I'

- 1300 PRINT USING 1310,12
1310JWATER (PPM) "'.1'
132Q.PRINT\PRINT "WHAT IS THE POTENTIAL FOR THE t4ET GAS II'
1330 INPUT R9

··+340 R-J 0"" ( .5*CLG( B7/1 OO)-.OO98529*R9+9. 768682+CLG( 17»
1350 P=R/( I +R)
1360 K2-FNA(T3)
1370 P2=760*P
1380 PRINT
1390 PRINT USING 1400,P2
1400'WATER VAPOR PRESSURE IN SATURATOR IS .,#,., MM HG
1410 09=25
1420 IF P2<4.6 THEN 1480
1430 .. IF P2>3577 THEN 1480
1440 09=-24
1450 GOSUB 1820
1-460 PRINT USING 1470.T2



11-6

L1s rr FOR "GASCOMP3" (cont'd.>

141o.a<EFFECTIVE SATURATOR TEMPERATURE IS "/11.1 DEO C)
1~80 RE'"
14901 GAS FLO~ RATE (ML/MIN) PARTIAL PRESSURE (ATM)
I~OO' HELIUM I.II,-..A I.III~

1510' HYDROGEN I. *'I- A I. ,*,,,"A_
1520' OXYGEN 1.I*r- I. ",''"-
1530' WATER ,.,,'A~ I.I'~-

1540. TOTAL 1.IIr-A 1.11''''-
1550 Q3=2*(CLG(P)-K2-CL~I1*(I-P»)

.1560 X3= 1()Q3
1510 J5=(I-P)*CI-I1)
1580 Y3-( I-P )*1 1
1590 Z3=P
t 600 W3-1.
1610 W2=82.051282*(213+T3)*CA+B)/CI-P)
t 620 J4-J5*W2
1630 Y2=Y3*W2
1640 X2=X3*~2

1650 Z2=Z3*W2
1660 PRINT
1610 PRINT USING 1680,T3

r- 1680'FLOWS AND PRESSURES FOR GASES IN FURNACE AT 1*'*.1 (OEa C)
1690 PRINT USING 1490,

--t-lOO PRI NT US I tro 1500, J4, J5
1110 PRINT USING 1510,Y2,Y3
1720 PRINT USING 1520,X2,X3
1130 PRINT USING 1530,Z2,Z3
1140 PRINT USING 1540,W2,W3
1150 B6=4.515*CT3+273)*CLG(X3)/1000

-;760 PRINT'PRINT USING 1710,B6
I 170'R*T*LN(P02) (= DELTA F) IS ""1.' (KILOCALORIES)
1180 FOR K= I TOQ9
1190 PRINT
1800 NEXT K
1810 STOP

. 1820 IF P2>149.4 THEN 1850
1830 T2=1150.286/(8.10165-CLGCP2.»-235

-1 840 RETURllf
1850 T2= 1668.211 (7. 96681-CLG( P2·) )-228
1860 RETURN.
1870 END

ready

*

BYE
- *resources 3.68 to date I 19.86- 01

·"on at 14.346 - oft at 14.625 on 04/28/77



APPENDIX III

Calculation of Equilibrium Gas Composition

Calculations of thermodynamic equilibrium for complex gas
solid systems can be obtained with a utility computer program
(see abstract below) which employs a free-energy minimization
alogrithm. With this program, the formation or reaction of
specific chemical spec~es can be suppressed, thereby enabling
conditions at partial equilibrium to be examined computation
ally. Results of some calculations for C(S). - H

2
0 - H2 - CH

4
CO - CO

2
- 02 systems are shown in Figures III-A and III-B.

Thermodynamic Equilibrium by Free-Energy Minimization:

Ideal Solutions

F. C. Schwerer
U. S. Steel Corporation Research Laboratory

Monroeville, Pennsylvania 1~1~6

Abstract

The solutions of some problems concerned with the reaction of solid or liquid materials with
a gJSl~OUS environment at elevated temperatures proceed more efficiently with knowledge of the type
and concentration of chemical species that would be present under specified conditions of complete
or partial thermodynamic equilibrium. From basic thermodynamic principles, chemical equilibrium in
a redcting system is determined by the condition that the free energy be minimum subject to certain
external constrai nts.

A FORTRAN subroutine has been developed to calculate the concentration of chemical species
present at constant temperature and pressure in a general system containing fixed-composition condensed
phases, ideal condensed solutions, and an ideal gas mixture by minimizing the total free energy subject
to the constraint that the number of atom-weights of each element be conserved. For convenient
utilization of this computational procedure in an interactive mode from a teletype terminal, this subroutine
has been incorporated with a special input-output program and with a library of thermodynamic data
for some common steel-related chemical species.

This report contains operational information for easy use of this computational package along
with a brief description of (1) the algorithm for the minimization of the free energy and (2) the format
of the input-output program and the data library.
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APPENDIX IV

Institute On Scientific Problems Relevant To Coal Utilization
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY MAY 23-25, 1977

Abstract

ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDIES OF IRON-CATALYZED
GASIFICATION OF GRAPHITE

R.M. Fisher, C.G. Shirley, A. Szirmae and J.Y. Mahoney
U.S. Steel Research Laboratory, Monroeville, Pat 15146

The pronounced catalytic effect of iron on the reaction of carbon
aceous solids with various gases (02 , CO-C02 , H20-H2) has been
documented by a number of investigators reporting on thermogravi
metric studies on bulk samples and on optical and electron micro
scope observations of pitting or surface channeling by rapid local
attack adjacent to sub-micron iron particles. In this work, em
phasis has been placed on detailed electron microscope studies of
Fe particle channeling on graphite exposed to "wet" and "dry"
hydrogen (PH a 3xlO- 2 ~6xlO-6) at temperatures from 650 0 C to l200 0 C.

2
The scanning and million volt transmission electron micrographs to
be displayed at the poster session illustrate the wide variation
in channel appearance which occurs depending on temperature and/or
PH O· The straight narrow channels typical of oxidation reactions

2
are less evident as the temperature is raised and the water content
decreased. Instead, wavy channels result from the "tracks" of
large spherical particles moving over the surface. At the highest
temperatures and/or driest atmosphere the iron wets the graphite
and spreads out as a thin film along the edge of extremely broad
terraces. Speculative models of the reactions responsible for
channel characteristics will also be illustrated. This research is
supported by the ERDA Div. of Physical Research contract No. E
(11-1)-2933.



APPENDIX V

Annual Meeting Electron Microscopy Society of America, Boston, Mass.
August 22-26, 1977.

Abstract

ELECTRON OPTICAL STUDIES OF CATALYZED GASIFICATION OF GRAPHITE

A. Szirmae, C. G. Shirley and R. M. Fisher

U.S. Steel Corp •• Research Laboratory. Monroeville. Pa. 15146

The pronounced catalytic effect of small particles of iron and other elements
and compounds on the reaction of carbonaceous solids with various gases (0

2
,

CO-C0
2

, H
2
0-H2) has been documented by a number of investigators reporting

on thermogravimetric studies on bulk samples (1.2) and on optical and electron
microscope observations of pitting or surface channeling by rapid local attack
adjacent to sub-micron iron particles (3.4). In this work. emphasis has been
placed on detailed electron microscope studies of Fe particle channeling on
graphite exposed to "wet" and "dry" hydrogen (P 0 3xlO-2 'V6xlO-6) at temper-
atures from 6500C to l2000C. H2

Flakes of freshly cleaved Ticonderoga graphite are coated with 40 - 1000 X
of Fe by vacuum deposition which forms spherical particles during subsequent
annealing at 7500C. Specimens are reacted for from 5-90 minutes in H2-H20
He atmospheres and examined in the USS-MVEM or an ETEC-SEM. SEM and RVER
observations of the surface channels resulting from the Fe-catalyzed reaction
producing CO and/or CH4 have revealed variations in their nature which are
dependent upon temperature and PH 0 level. Very narrow. parallel-sided chan-

2 -nels. initiated at ledge steps on the cleaved graphite. take on <1120> direc-
tions at lower temperatures. whereas at higher temperatures broad wavy tracks
are left by iron particles which continue to grow by the addition of other
iron particles encountered in their path.

At 11000C in very dry hydrogen. the edges of the very broad reaction zones
are wetted by the iron phase forming thin single crystal ribbons. The elec
tron diffraction patterns of these particles have not been identified. Spec
trochemical analysis in the SEM of specimens reacted above 9000C has revealed
the presence of a large amount of Si in the particles which may originate
from impurities in the graphite or possibly from the quartz furnace tube.
Measurements of the length of the longest channels on selected specimens
show a variation of not more than a factor of 20 over the full temperature
range in keeping with a low (~10 kcal) activation energy.

This research is supported by ERDA, Division of Physical Research.
Contract No. E(11-1)-2933.
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Fig. 1 - Fe-catalyzed reaction
zones.
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